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ABSTRACT
Background and Context: Post-secondary Computer Science (CS) students’ career choices are complex sociocultural decisions, shaped by self-efficacy, belonging, and a multitude of known factors. Prior work has investigated the effect of these factors on career choice, but perspectives that examine norms of career practice are unexplored within computing.

Objective: This work applies Field Theory to surface the norms of career practice within a CS department, the mechanisms used to reinforce these norms, and students’ experience of these norms.

Method: We conducted semi-structured interviews of 18 students, graduates, academic advisors and senior faculty program leaders within one CS department, analyzing data with a Bourdieusian lens.

Findings: In line with prior work, we found that normative career practice centered prestige, leading students to prioritize work at elite technology companies. This work contributes three mechanisms of norm enforcement: companies utilized their departmental position to recruit more effectively, curricula optimized preparing students for prestigious work, and career advising assumed alignment with departmental norms. Students aligned with departmental norms opted for prestige to alleviate career uncertainty and because more fulfilling work felt inaccessible; students unaligned with departmental norms felt conflicted about their participation within CS and substantial effort was required to resist norms.

Implications: Normative CS career practice likely discourages students who lack alignment with norms from participating in CS; additionally, the narrowness of established norms leaves little space for alternatives. Broadening participation efforts in CS are unlikely to be successful without structurally broadening what constitutes legitimate career practice to make space for students’ diverse aspirations.

1. Introduction

For many post-secondary computing students, one’s graduation is closely tied with a series of significant career choices. These choices might determine where a new graduate lives, potentially severing them from their community. They determine the kind of learning a new graduate does, whether learning to be productive in an organization...
(Begel & Simon, 2008b), or learning to be productive on a team (Begel & Simon, 2008a). Perhaps more importantly, one’s choice of job shapes what problems a graduate chooses to invest in, whether for-profit consumer products, enterprise solutions for businesses, or not-for-profits and government organizations with pro-social motives. While a student’s choice of first job after graduation is likely not their last, their initial choice can also shape their future earnings and opportunities (Brunner & Kuhn, 2014).

Frequently, this transition from formal education to professional work happens in community. Faculty might advise students on computing careers, career and academic advisors might support students with mock interviews and résumé reviews, and students might attend job fairs and practice coding puzzles with peers. Beyond academic spaces, students might look to family and friends for expectations and guidance.

This transition, and the choices that shape it, are complex, sociocultural decisions. For example, graduates’ self-efficacy about their skills and career choices is strongly related to their level of confidence in their choices (Margaret Alexander et al., 2011; Young Choi et al., 2012). The choices available to graduates are strongly determined by their life circumstances, such as income, race/ethnicity, and their social network (Diemer & Blustein, 2006). Educators, peers, and family all influence student interest in STEM majors and careers, which in turn affects STEM self-efficacy and career outcomes (Nugent et al., 2015). Career choices are also influenced by students’ values (Trapnell & Paulhus, 2012). Race and ethnicity are also related to career aspirations, but only in that different racial groups face different opportunities and barriers (Fouad & Byars-Winston, 2005).

These factors are broadly explained by existing theory on career choices. Social Cognitive Career Theory (SCCT) (Lent et al., 1994) presents a model for these factors, including self-efficacy in career skills, outcome expectations, goals, social supports and social barriers. The theory posits a complex interplay; for example, structural barriers might influence self-efficacy and outcome expectations, which might reshape interests and goals. Prior work within computing education, for instance, shows that social supports are particularly important for students’ decision to study computing (Alshahrani et al., 2018).

Prior work on students’ career choices is consistent with SCCT, and emphasizes that perceptions of computing majors are entangled with perceptions of computing careers. For example, parents occupations and attitudes, early computer experiences, social expectations and encouragement, role models, and self-efficacy all influence both major and career choice (Ahuja et al., 2006), and there is clear evidence that structural barriers, stereotype threats, and environmental cues can shape the influence of these factors (Fincher & Robins, 2019). Prior work has found that students who value the social impact of their career have a lower sense of belonging in some Computer Science (CS) departments (Lewis et al., 2019a); similar work has shown that such communal goals are more common amongst students with marginalized identities (i.e. students who identify as cis-gender women, ethnic and racial minorities, first-generation, queer, transgender, non-binary, and gender non-conforming) (Allen et al., 2015; Diekman et al., 2010; Lewis et al., 2019a; Tellhed et al., 2018). The communities that students come from to study computing can also enforce cultural stigma to learning CS and pursuing CS careers, shaping their willingness to learn (DiSalvo et al., 2013). Students may also bring stereotyped perceptions about CS careers (Clarke & Joy Teague, 1996; Kahle & Schmidt, 2004), which are often reinforced by their community (Margolis & Fisher, 2002; Margolis, 2010).
and rarely corrected by CS curricula (Vesisenaho et al., 2009), but nevertheless can strongly shape students’ choices of what to learn.

While prior work in computing has examined students’ career choices through SCCT’s factors, framings that center social learning have received less attention. Theories of social learning examine what norms of behavior exist within social groups, and how those norms affect group members. Within a sociological framing, one’s career decision is affected by one’s sense of belonging and self-efficacy, but these factors are a byproduct of both implicit norms within social groups that govern behavior, and one’s habituation to norms experienced throughout one’s lifetime (Bourdieu, 1977). From this perspective, norms shape language, action, and career choice, and typically create spaces of competition that push individuals to make choices along defined norms, often without knowledge that any norms exist. Specific to career choice, prior work has adopted Field Theory to demonstrate how prestigious universities are organized and structured to push students towards prestigious work (Binder et al., 2016; Bourdieu, 1998b; Daoust, 2020), leading to students at prestigious universities to opt for careers with prestige more often than students at less-prestigious universities (Davis & Binder, 2019).

Prior sociological work has examined computing career choice within a factor lens, and careers broadly, but examinations of computing career choice are unexplored. Theories of social learning argue that one’s learning is inextricably tied with one’s participation within a social group, and that this participation shapes what future choices are possible (Bourdieu, 1977,1998b). For post-secondary computing students, learning is inextricably tied with participation within the department, and the departmental norms of career practice would shape students’ choices of future enterprise. From prior work examining institutional effects on student career trajectories (Binder et al., 2016), it is likely that CS departments favor careers that fit the implicit departmental norms, perhaps rejecting or delegitimizing those that do no. This follows conjectures from Kallia and Cutts, who also note a literature gap around the affect of CS organization, structure, and norms on participation (Kallia & Cutts, 2021). As one’s future career prospects are one of the primary motivators to study computer science (Carter, 2006), the affect of departmental norms on student career choice could illuminate larger affects on participation.

Thus, in this investigation, we look to surface the norms of career practice within computing, as well as the interactions between these norms and the numerous social and rational factors described in prior work. As examinations of computing career choice are largely unexplored, we sought to deeply understand a single CS department within higher education, leaving multi-institution work for future studies that would hopefully benefit from the richer insights of our deeper case study. Given that our university houses a CS department that centers theory of computation and software development and whose graduates tend to pursue engineering positions, we centered our inquiry around this program out of convenience, familiarity, and access. We adopt a sociological perspective, treating this department as a field: a structured social space that ascribes norms of career practice, norms that subsequently shape students’ career choice by virtue of their participation. Within this case, we ask the following research questions:

- What norms of career practice exist within this Computer Science department?
- How are these norms reinforced by members of the department?
- How are these norms experienced by students?
By examining this department through Bourdieu’s *Field Theory*, we surface CS career norms and the affect of those norms on student experiences. This paper contributes one of the first investigations into CS career choices as intertwined with the norms of a CS department. Throughout, we report in detail on the perspectives of students, advisors, graduates, and program leaders on careers. We begin by discussing our theoretical framing and method in more detail, then present the results of our case study. We end with a discussion of the implications of this work, reframing prior work surrounding CS participation and offering avenues for future work.

2. Theoretical background

To investigate the norms of career practice within a CS department, we primarily ground within theories of social learning, but utilize perspectives from Social Cognitive Career Theory and prior work in career norms outside of computing to shape our analysis.

2.1. Social cognitive career theory

The most modern attempt to explain career choices is Lent’s and Brown’s *Social Cognitive Career Theory* (SCCT) (Lent & Brown, 2019; Lent et al., 1994). Building on Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory, SCCT attempts to surface a unifying theory to describe career interest development, career choice, and persistence and performance in career aspirations (Lent et al., 1994). SCCT derives several predictive models based on individual self-efficacy and outcome expectations (social cognitive mechanisms (Bandura, 1986) relevant for careers), as well as social supports and barriers (contextual factors) (Lent & Brown, 2019). Prior work has demonstrated adequate fit of SCCT’s performance model among computing students (Lent et al., 2008) and has utilized SCCT as a grounding theory for examining students’ choice to study CS (Alshahrani et al., 2018) and students’ career development among marginalized students in STEM (Garriott et al., 2017; Turner et al., 2019). In contrast with prior work utilizing SCCT to analyze barriers to participation in specific career enterprises, this work instead chooses to focus on the established norms of a CS department. While a theoretical grounding centering SCCT might surface students’ experiences of norms as social supports (when norms fit one’s experience) or social barriers (when fulfillment of enforced norms felt inaccessible), we would need more explanatory power to specifically describe the norms themselves, due to the tendency for norms to be implicit and unstated. Thus, this work primarily utilizes theories of social learning to describe institutional norms, but we note SCCT’s career-centricity, the affect of social barriers and supports on one’s agency and capacity to act within various career domains, and the large body of existing literature that centers factors described within SCCT.

2.2. Social learning

Theories of social learning examine learning that occurs as a component of group membership, largely drawing from Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986). However, in addition to describing how skills and practices are learned without formal instruction, social learning theories can be used to describe implicit learning. Of particular relevance to this work is how social groups maintain norms of practice, how those norms
are enforced and reproduced, and how newcomers and established group members respond to existing norms.

Bourdieu’s seminal Field Theory (Bourdieu, 1977) describes the negotiation of agents for capital: financial resources, beneficial social relationships, and institutional qualifications, but also behaviors and practices that signal competence and expertise (Bourdieu, 1986). Bourdieu’s agents, from a lifetime of learned social forms and negotiations for capital, bring a set of predispositions and embodied cultural forms that persist within their own behavior, habitus, to spaces of social-cultural relations in which agents look to gain power and position, fields (Bourdieu, 1977). Bourdieu’s fields are frequently described as a space in which a “game” is played (Kallia & Cutts, 2021); agents bring their existing habitus and their social and cultural capital to bear as they struggle, strategize, and compete for capital within a field (Bourdieu, 1998a). Agents act based on their sense of what will establish or maintain their capital, but more specifically, what will give capital legitimized by a given field.

Agents are also bound by the rules of the game within a field. These rules dictate acceptable practice when competing for capital, as well as what forms of capital are legitimate (Bourdieu, 1977). While not strictly implicit, many rules are often constituted outside the realm of what can be discussed, questioned, and debated, and are seen as the objective fabric of social reality, they are what “goes without saying because it comes without saying” (p167) (Bourdieu, 1977) Thus, agents frequently act without cognizance that a set of rules exists, and further, without the language to describe such impositions. Rules of the game, or norms of practice, tend to favor those whose habitus matches the expectations imposed by a field, and those whose habitus is imbued with capital legitimized by the field. For instance, educational settings tend to favor certain ways of speaking that demonstrate established cultural capital (e.g. “you’re so articulate” (Khan, 2020)) and police those that do not (e.g. African-American Vernacular English), legitimizing a habitus formed within upper-class families and imposing rules that define “acceptable” speech.

As Field Theory is well-utilized within prior work that examines social learning of students within elite career contexts (Binder et al., 2016; Daoust, 2020), and the university career context has been explicitly addressed by Bourdieu (Bourdieu, 1998b), we ground this work within Field Theory. In surfacing norms of career practice within a CS department, we view a CS department as a field that legitimizes certain forms of career capital. As students seek these forms of capital, a set of career norms are formed within the field (RQ1). This process of seeking capital can be treated as competitive game, one with a set of enforcement mechanisms to ensure that competition remains acceptable (RQ2). However, no field is wholly encompassing; individuals (especially students) bring their intersection of membership between various field to bear upon their career practice. This multi-membership, along with students’ existing habitus, might be consistent with practice within the departmental field, but also might bring expectations of behavior that conflict with notions of legitimized capital and contradict norms within the department (RQ3).

For Bourdieu, norms of practice are not a permanent fixture within oneself. Rather, these help form the basis of one’s belief in the legitimacy of a field (both norms and game), and that the questioning of these beliefs necessarily constitutes a crisis (Bourdieu, 1977). Those whose social position requires adherence to contradictory structures, for
instance those recently shunted between social classes (Aarseth et al., 2016) or those whose habitus conflicts with norms of a field, tend to be especially aware of norms and thus particularly prone to crises (Bourdieu, 2000). However these crises are insufficient for one to question and break adherence to norms; one also needs to engage in critical discourse that demarcates between opinion and field norms (Bourdieu, 1977).

Prior work has emphasized that as students bring their existing habitus to computing practice and computing culture, many experience dissonance when computing capital conflicts with their habitus. Stereotypes that paint computing careers as individualistic, isolated, and with low-social impact (Alshahrani et al., 2018) likely dissuades students whose habitus lacks field alignment from studying computing (Kallia & Cutts, 2021), while students that persist will likely feel a lack of belonging (Lewis et al., 2019a). Additionally, some prior work finds that the computing profession is largely perceived as interesting, competitive, and prestigious (Papastergiou, 2008). Broadly, those whose habitus aligns with notions of capital within computing likely feel an identity alignment, a sense of belonging, and are more likely to persist within the field. However, a gap in literature exists with regard to the specific organization and structure of CS fields with respect to the forms of capital legitimized within the field (Kallia & Cutts, 2021).

### 2.3. Career funneling

Prior work has also examined students’ learning of institutional career norms. In 2013, Cech detailed a “culture of disengagement” within engineering education through three pillars: (1) the belief that engineering work should be disconnected from social and political spheres that might bias engineering practice, (2) the ideological dualism separating technical and social work, devaluing the latter, and (3) an ideological endorsement of meritocratic beliefs, emphasizing the fairness within existing systems of social advancement (Lucena, 2013). In 2014, Cech extended this line of inquiry with evidence, finding that engineering students’ interest in the interplay between public welfare and their engineering work declined over the course of their undergraduate program and did not rebound upon leaving college (Erin, 2014). Drawing from Bourdieu, students’ sense of capital legitimized within an engineering program directly affected their own beliefs, persisting within students’ habitus.

Prior work has also utilized field theory to examine learning of institutional career norms. Looking specifically at highly selective, elite universities, (Binder et al., 2016) found that many students arrived on campus experiencing uncertainty around their career prospects, but quickly learned to distinguish between elite work within elite employment sectors and ordinary jobs through Career Funneling where elite institutions acted as pipelines to elite jobs. More recently, Davis and Binder examines the multi-layered career advantages conferred by elite institutions, finding that students at elite private institutions enter more prestigious firms within elite industries than their public university counterparts (Davis & Binder, 2019).

Within an individual employment sector, Daoust examined Canadian undergraduates’ experience of the recruitment process in accounting where students learned to measure jobs at a set of prestigious “Big Four” companies against all others (Daoust, 2020). Daoust, also utilizing Field Theory, found that accounting students belief in the legitimacy of the recruitment game was constructed around three mechanisms of securing capital (1) the
long-term career opportunities offered by firms, (2) the social recognition conferred by peers upon landing a Big Four position, and (3) and the appeal of a “fun” and “exciting” career. Students beliefs in the recruitment game were maintained unless students experienced some split, for instance a rejection from elite accounting firms. These “points of disjuncture” allowed the possibility for students to distance themselves from the recruitment “game”, allowing space for reflection and new, more independent understandings.

3. Method

As students’ habitus was likely formed well before they arrived to the department, and our goal is to surface the career norms of the department, we primarily employ the notions of capital within the departmental field and career norms that curtail deviations or devaluings of legitimised capital within the department. To this end, we sought to surface experiences of career norms from individuals with varying amounts of capital, thus we interviewed four populations: students, graduates, advice givers and program leaders. Prior work has primarily focused on students (Daoust, 2020), and recent graduates (Binder et al., 2016); we also sought to assess how members with greater capital within a CS department experienced, identified with, and replicated forms of career capital. With the goal of surfacing counter-narratives (Daniel & Tara, 2002) from the perspective of students, we chose students (11 total) as our primary population. We recruited students through email lists, word of mouth, and posts to student groups. Students were not compensated, so we phrased our recruiting statement around our perception of student interests, emphasizing this work’s goal to create “organizational, structural change” to incentivize participation. We recruited recent graduates (graduated within 5 years) in the same way as students (3 total). For participants with greater capital, we recruited faculty and staff that students looked to for career advice (referred to as advice-givers, 3 total, recruited via snowball), and senior-faculty program leaders (1, recruited directly). While the number of participants with greater capital is small relative to the number of students, we note that prior work examining post-secondary career socialization exclusively interviews students and recent graduates (Binder et al., 2016; Daoust, 2020). Additionally, we intended to situate our departmental framing around the students interviewed, and that we interviewed a significant proportion of the relatively few department members who have notable capital with regard to student careers. In total, we interviewed 18 participants and obtained 4 hours of interview data.

After all interviews were complete, a demographics survey was sent to populations recruited at-large (graduates and students). Out of 14 at-large participants, 13 completed our survey; among those, 3 identified as women, 10 as men, and respondents were between 20 and 5 years old. In terms of ethnicity, 6 identified as White, 3 as Asian or Asian American, and 2 as both White and Asian. Two participants opted to self-describe their ethnicity; one identified as North African, another identified as “Teochew and Hakka from Vietnam – two Chinese ethnic minorities that have diaspora populations in Vietnam”.

With regard to our positionality, at the time of the study, one author was a program director of a computing-related undergraduate program at the same institution, but in a different department. Another author was a graduate student in the CS department studied. These positions within the institution gave us context, perspective, and access,
while also requiring examinations along reflexivity, the careful, self-aware analysis of the dynamics between researchers and those being studied (Finlay & Gough, 2008). Prior work emphasizes the importance of engaging in reflexivity, but little agreement on how best to approach reflexivity (Call-Cummings & Ross, 2019); our approach involved recurring reflections around the claims in our results, our relationship to those claims relative to our positions, and a reconsideration of claims when we believed our positionality had warped our interpretations. Our approach does not aim for objectivity, but rather a transparent account of subjectivity amenable to future interrogation in scholarly discourse.

With the intent of following a semi-structured, fluid, conversational, and flexible interview protocol (Aydarova, 2019), we crafted a open-interview protocol around three themes: (1) how the participant understood the process of finding a job after graduation, (2) what was required of them and how they struggled in fulfilling those requirements, both explicit and implicit, and (3) their reflections and feelings on the entire process. Additionally, students were asked to reflect on their choice to major in CS to build rapport and frame career decisions in the context of the department, and graduates were asked to contrast their recollections of their initial job search with their current career perceptions. For advice-givers and program chairs, we centered their interactions in students’ career processes, and how they viewed their role in serving students.

After transcribing interview data, our analysis followed the spirit of Hammer and Berland’s perspectives on qualitative data analysis, who encourage those in the social sciences to distinguish between qualitative coding done to test claims, requiring interrater reliability, and qualitative coding done to generate claims for future investigation (Hammer & Berland, 2014). Our goal was to generate claims. We began by analyzing the transcripts for career norms and how they were enforced and experienced by participants. We first corrected interview transcripts, and anonymized statements that discussed specific members of the department, which also provided us an opportunity to read each transcript. We then performed an additional reading where we pulled out statements that described participants’ career choices, or the career choices of others within the department, as well as statements that described the overall department in terms of perceptions, norms, and practices. These statements were then thematically analyzed through an inductive coding by the first author, who presented the results of this coding to the second author. The second author offered reflections, insights, and raised reflexivity concerns when the results felt too removed from the data, after which the first author revised codes and claims accordingly. The analysis that we present resulted from several iterations of revising codes, recoding data, and forming new analyses from the recoded data. Our final themes represent a grounded consensus interpretation between the first and second author.

4. Results

4.1. The norms of career practice

Throughout this work, we identify participants by a letter and number – the letter refers to the type of participant (S for students, G for graduates, A for advice-givers, and L for
program leaders), the number distinguishes between participants of the same type. Researcher interjections within quotations are enclosed with square brackets.

First, we situate our case within prior work. Prior work utilizing Field Theory to describe undergraduate career practice studied students within highly selective institutions with established paths towards increasing one’s capital: elite institutions. The work we draw on here found that students within elite institutions learned to opt for highly selective firms, viewing those firms as garnering the greatest career capital and admiration; prestigious, by another word (Binder et al., 2016; Daoust, 2020).

Unlike institutions under study in prior work (Binder et al., 2016; Daoust, 2020), ours is a public university. However, the CS department within which we situate has a highly selective and competitive admissions process, analogous to those at elite institutions. We began many of our interviews with students and graduates by asking why participants chose to major in CS as a way to build rapport, and in their justification, several emphasized the stress of the department’s admissions process. To compare, we asked a graduate if departmental admission was more stressful than finding a job, they replied:

Oh, 100%… you can always look for a job later, what happens if you don’t get in? (G1)

At the time of this work, the department’s admissions requirements emphasized introductory CS course grades, leading these courses to become sites of competition, one marker for an elite institution. From one student:

It’s very, very competitive, you know. And so, like, tests are super high stress and, like, you feel like you’re never, like… Any of the work you do is never going to be enough. (G3)

Choosing to participate in the department’s competitive admissions process also came with a broader reputation on campus, described by one student as:

Like cut-throat and like, ‘cause it’s very competitive to transfer into the major here. Um… I think a lot of external people (would be) like oh I get it you’re a CS major. Like, oh you’re a sellout you’re just gonna like do that to make a lot of money. (S3)

Many students, however, were less concerned what values might be signaled by pursuing work in CS and more concerned with gaining entrance to the highly competitive space:

Yeah, and uh, yeah it was just a my first couple years of college were incredibly stressful. Um, just feeling really like a ton of pressure to perform at a very high level constantly… ultimately for me… I [stammers]… if it wasn’t for me being a teaching assistant, and probably be being a veteran. I don’t think I’d be here. (S7)

With our institution competitiveness, the only form of career capital that we found to be legitimized was jobs at highly selective, prestigious firms. Notions of prestigious work incidentally included highly selective graduate programs, but prestigious industry jobs were the primary norm of career practice. This replicates prior work (Binder et al., 2016; Daoust, 2020): elite institutional fields legitimize roles at highly selective, prestigious firms and students learn to value and prioritize these legitimized roles.
The department’s career counselor was the most frequent source of career advice for participants; they noted students’ familiarity with departmental career norms and how that reflected in their advising:

When you look at the articles that are written about this program, so many of them focus on the jobs and high paying salaries that our kids are getting. This department is marketed as a program that will enable you to go for those high paying software jobs. The comp expectations are between 150 - 200k total comp per year. So many of the students are aware of this coming in and the majority of the students I talk to are going for the same thing. As a career counselor, it’s convenient that so many of my students are trying to solve the same problem. (A3)

Prestigious employers, matching those studied by Binder et al (Binder et al., 2016), have highly competitive recruiting processes, with salaries among the highest offered to new college graduates. Within our case, we found specific companies were prioritized over others; again the career counselor:

I think for most students, they’re like, “I wanna go to, like, one of the big companies”, so that’s why they’re like: Facebook, Microsoft, Google, Amazon (A3)

These companies formed a colloquialism, the “Big Four” within our case, referring to the four largest department recruiters.

A simple definition of normative career practice might examine jobs frequently selected by recent graduates, and, indeed, out of 470 students that responded to the department’s 2019 graduation survey (when this work was performed), 312 planned to be employed (66.4%) and of those 312, 152 planned to be employed by Big Four companies (48.7%).3 Granted, Big Four employment was not exclusive; survey results show a long tail of other employers (over 80), but no company outside of the Big Four hired more than 8 graduates.

However, we emphasized student career preferences in our analysis, following prior work (Binder et al., 2016), and found that students who internalized systems of career prestige came to delineate between forms of future work, based on the work’s affinity to prestige. In our case, we found that among many students this belief was absolute, outside the realm of opinion, and forming an “arbitrary distinction” (Bourdieu, 1977) between firms. In this work, one student described occupational preferences through a tier list.

I guess the top bar would be like... Amazon, the big tech companies that pretty much everyone knows. (Then) a respectable start up, right? That’s like growing explosively... Um, and then below that I think it kind of breaks down into more like, industry specific things, right? (S10)

Interpreting “the big tech companies that pretty much everyone knows” as Big Four companies, in this list, Big Four companies received the most legitimacy within departmental norms. We asked where their perceptions of this tier list came from:

Things like what people say in, um, Blind... CS Career Reddit4... Um, (A3), the career seminar... Um, and then friends and coworkers at the various places that I worked at. I would say (the rankings have) been pretty consistent. (S10)
The consistency of rankings from sources outside the departmental field aligns with Bourdieu’s Theory: a field is not isolated, rather it exists within larger fields and often aligns with established routes to capital within these larger fields. From this student’s experience, departmentally legitimized career capital was consistent within and beyond the departmental field. Other participants were less explicit about tier lists, but we consistently found Big Four companies prioritized or named as normative career practice. S4, for instance, saw Big Four companies as a departmental norm, and felt insecure measuring up to others pursuing careers in line with that norm:

When I started kinda looking for jobs I just had like no interest in applying for like, Microsoft or Google or anything... I can’t really explain why. Uh, maybe it was just ‘cause like I felt like, uh, just because like everyone applies there, you know? Just, yeah, feeling like I just couldn’t really stand out, uh, that much from like anyone kinda here. (S4)

For prior work (Binder et al., 2016), and Bourdieu’s theory broadly, one’s success is inextricably tied up with how field members perceive routes towards capital, and success and capital are frequently equated. Some students’ beliefs in career capital were outside the realm of questioning, however, others were able to surface their perception of departmentally legitimized capital. S2, a CS junior, offered:

If you get into the Big Four, you’ve made it? You know, I think it’s a form of getting validation for me... I think that a lot of people say ‘they specifically have the resources available for me to do this project’... But maybe like, subconsciously, everyone (thinks) “I must be a successful person. Um and if I (get a Big Four job), that’s like the next step in being successful person. So that’s what I must aim for”. I think that’s maybe under a lot of people’s heads. Um just cause that’s definitely under mine. (S2)

4.2 Enforcing and reinforcing

Given the situated nature of this work, we chose to specifically examine the modes of reproduction. Within a field, Bourdieu emphasizes that notions of capital are not given, rather members enforce their own adherence to norms and the adherence of others (Bourdieu, 1977). This enforcement is especially powerful when performed by those with capital (dominators, in Bourdieu’s language), but can also be performed and enacted by those without (dominated, in Bourdieu’s language) (Bourdieu, 1977).

Given a norm of career practice that led students to prioritize prestige broadly, and Big Four companies specifically, we found three mechanisms by which field members reinforced and strengthened student adherence to that norm. First, organizations with established capital were given space to create recruiting footholds within the department. Second, departmental career advising assumed alignment between students’ habitus and departmentally legitimized career capital leaving little space for students to explore alternative modes of career success. And third, courses and curricular objectives emphasized preparation for careers in line with departmental career norms, at a pace that left students little space to consider much else. We discuss each in turn. We note that not every participant could name career norms, in this section we primarily draw from those who could.
4.2.1. Using established capital to gain capital

Bourdieu emphasizes reproduction of existing social hierarchies as members with capital utilize their power and position to obtain more capital. Within the department, we found that organizations with established capital utilized their position to gain more capital, in the form of student job applications, employment positions, and renown within the CS department. Organizations, especially larger, established entities like the Big Four, used their existing capital to recruit more effectively than smaller companies, recognized by a senior-faculty program leader when describing student career decisions:

I’m so proud of our students, they do so well, but I think a lot of times they follow their friends from the year before and they stay within the guard rails and they do what they’ve seen, seen to be the normal. . . a lot of them prefer the larger companies, some of it is risk aversion. Some of it is the (larger) companies can just beat the mid-sized companies and the start ups because they’re using their resources effectively to win at recruiting. . . And a lot of this is inertia. . . go where your friends go. And recruiters go where they’ve recruited great employees in the past. So it’s just literally straight up inertia. (L1)

In their simplest forms, established pipelines (or, funnels, from prior work (Binder et al., 2016)) between university and industry lead students to prefer organizations emphasized within those pipelines. To restate in Bourdieusian terms, notions of capital within a field are self-reinforcing and self-replicating as members choose actions legitimized as ways to gain and maintain capital.

Beyond pipelines between organizations and academia, several participants noted career norm signaling from explicit markers in their academic space. Specifically, one CS building prominently featured names of organizations that supported the construction of the building, primarily Big Four companies and others with established capital with which to finance support. An advice-giver described the results of a student survey on this naming:

The students were like, “It feels like (the CS department) is only pushing us to work at these big companies”, right? Because they’re named. And that is a true perception. And we were like, we didn’t think about that, but also, building is expensive. Like someone’s got to pay for it. (A2)

A student also emphasized that company names on rooms and buildings in which courses were held gave a clear signal of legitimacy:

It really normalizes going into big tech just after undergrad. Which I think implicitly normalizes not going down other paths, and not asking questions of these big tech companies. I mean, this is what makes (the CS department) money, right? (S1)

Here, the “inertia” between firms and the CS department affected student career outcomes, but also students’ academic space whereby only companies with sufficient capital could be named within this space.

4.2.2. Advising assumes aspirational alignment

From our interviews, we found several routes for students to receive career advice: the department’s career counselor, the department’s career seminar, advice from advice-givers beyond the career counselor, and a variety of routes outside the departmental field (e.g. friends, family, and faculty outside the department). As our focus is the
departmental *field*, we examined the advice that students received within it. We found that advice from within the *field* tended to assume alignment between students’ *habitus* (in the form of career aspirations) and departmentally legitimized career *capital*; that students would follow career norms, and that little space needed to be left for students to examine and assess their career aspirations.

This work was performed as part of a larger project that examined career norms across two departments, and within that larger sample we found two types of career-advising: mechanics-based advising and situated advising. Mechanics-based advising looks to teach the mechanics of job seeking to prepare students for applying to a variety of jobs – this might include résumé reviews and mock interview sessions. In contrast, situated advising work with students to assess their values, motivations, and various competing factors that leads them to choose certain jobs over others. The two are not strictly distinct, a single advising session might begin with situated advising to assess student motivations to better inform feedback for a résumé review; modern career counseling recommends approaches that incorporate both (Busacca & Rehfuss, 2016). However, without situated advising to understand student motivations for their work, we found that exclusively mechanics-based advising within a *field* tended to assume normative alignment, as no space is made to understand student’s personal disposition.

Within CS, we found that advice-givers tended towards mechanics-exclusive advising, and situated advising was seen as unnecessary or beyond students’ capabilities. We center the department’s dedicated career counselor in this work as they were the most frequently cited source of career advice for students, and because their position explicitly centered advising, whereas advising was a more ancillary job component for other advice-givers. They offered their perspective:

Do (students) understand, what motivates them? Like, and how do they bring that into (their) job? Like, even if a student thinks that they know what they want, I’m always like, ‘You just have to go and get more information, because there’s nothing here in school that can teach you’. … I think it’s, like, literally they don’t have the apparatus to even think about, like, how you should even think about that, you know? It’s like that Maslow’s pyramid thing, right? Like, our kids just don’t exist in that, that upper triangle. (A3)

They also taught the department’s career seminar, another source of career advice, and noted that the advising was primarily mechanics-based as well, prioritizing preparing students for technical interviews. Occasionally, students experiencing dissonance between departmental career norms and their own *habitus* would come for advice, but this was rare:

It’s maybe once a month that I have a kid in my office being like, “I actually don’t want to be a software engineer, and I don’t know what to do now”. But, for the most part, most kids do want to pursue software engineering and that makes my job as a career counselor easier because I have a lot of experience helping students pursue that. (A3)

We found that adherence to departmental career norms was largely left unquestioned and that situated advising was only available if students specifically asked for it. Situated advising could constitute critical discourse, space to critique departmental career norms, but the career counselor was unconvinced that this type of advising would be helpful for most students:
We can talk about job content, but also, at the end of the day, and this is probably just me being really jaded, like, it’s all the same shit. Corporate America is all the same shit… like, you are building things to make the company money… Most kids are gonna just go to make money somewhere, and that’s totally fine. You know? (A3)

Beyond the department’s career counselor, we asked other advice-givers if they would help students examine their own career motivations, and give space for students to deconstruct departmental career norms. One offered:

I think it’s important (to make) sure that they’re thinking about things, like I don’t really just want all of the students to go be cogs at Google and Facebook. Not saying that you can’t work at Google and Facebook. Um, but if the only thing you care about is money… Not that you shouldn’t care about money. Um, but like, if, you aren’t thinking about impact on people, that’s not great. Like, would you be happy there? That’s something maybe they don’t think about. Would you be doing something that you think is making the world a better place? Not saying that you have to be a, like a poor person that’s only doing charity work your whole life. (A2)

We offered a hypothetical space through which this advice-giver navigated with tentative statements and conversational hedging, which signals that this space may have been unfamiliar – they were unsure of exactly what they felt comfortable expressing to students and where an intervention felt possible. While uncertainty to intervene against established norms is understandable, our investigation did not find any official context within which students could examine departmental career norms and career beliefs. Primarily, we found that departmental career advice was focused on preparing students to succeed in applying to prestigious organizations that fulfilled the departmental norm.

4.2.3. Courses and curricula optimized for prestigious jobs
Academic courses are the primary mode of interaction between students and departments, and, while CS courses were not explicitly focused on career funneling, departmental career norms found hold in students’ coursework. First, as students came to prefer firms aligned with departmental norms, course material came to reflect the narrow reality of student career experiences. One advice-giver that previously taught data structures worked to meet student motivations:

You want to motivate your work. And the majority of your students are going to go work at internships at big companies. And so you make your example kind of about these. (A2)

They also recommended the department’s teaching assistant program to students looking for ways to prepare for technical interviews, framing one’s decision to teach within departmental career norms.

Beyond a specific course, several participants noted that the pace and rigor of coursework left little room for career reflection. A program graduate emphasized how course content, independent of motivation, could lead students towards big tech companies:

Preparing graduates does not mean allowing them to think in a reflective manner about, software about… staples in (CS). It means they need to learn how to do Paxos so that they can understand a distributed system… so that they can go work at whatever it is (G2)
From their perspective, course curricula optimized for preparing students to gain career capital, as legitimized by the department, at the expense of other forms of career preparation.

For others, the intensity of coursework meant that finding a job became another task on an already long list. From a student:

This quarter was just really like, really hectic especially for the first half. I just wanted to get... the job kinda thing... out of the way, right? Like, I was like, “I just need to get that figured out and then I can like, relax and just focus on school or whatever”. (S4)

Another graduate (G1) was looking for work “anywhere where the name doesn’t make you shudder”, and beyond that, felt that the job search was another chore to complete:

To be able to get (the job search) done as soon as possible was just great. Looking at it in the simplest terms um... like a chore, you know. I need to clean my bathroom, like I can put it off or I can just get it over with. (G1)

While the intensity of students’ coursework left little space for much else, career reflection was largely absent from CS curricula. A program graduate, in addition to noting the “ridiculous” amount of work, observed that career reflection (and metacognition broadly) was entirely absent:

I mean everyone knows that none of (students’ experiences), uh, (laughs) are related to metacognition. (laughing) You don’t find that in getting all your tests to pass, You don’t find it in, you know, the grades that you need to get in to be in the major (G2)

They explicitly named departmental career norms and existing modes of replication in our interview, and identified career beliefs among other students that seemed wholly unquestioned:

So, why is it that I didn’t feel I was valued, by that kind of cohort? Because I think that they, unfortunately, have been taught to be automatons. And, (laughs) that’s like, that’s so sad. (G2)

We asked a senior-faculty program leader if there was curricular space for career reflection, they also felt that curricular demands might interfere:

Um. We’re trying to do more of that... I could point to bullets on slides or discussions in classes, but if you asked the students they’d probably say no and therefore they’re probably right. (laughs) I’ll think we’re trying. And I think it is there. But it’d be easy to blow by when you’re trying to understand Djekstra’s shortest path algorithm. (L1)

4.3. Students’ experiences: aspirational affinity

At the time of our interview, most students had aligned their career aspirations with departmental career norms, prioritizing prestige. Not all students chose Big Four opportunities, many chose work that was less prestigious, but still fulfilled existing norms, following the “rules of the game” within the departmental field. We categorized the majority of students and graduates (7 students, 1 graduate) that we interviewed as aligning with these norms, opting for software engineering work that centered prestige without experiencing crises (in contrast with those we discuss later in Section 4.4). Among the participants that we interviewed, this was a narrow majority, but we believe that most
students within the department would fit this category, as our recruitment messaging likely attracted students feeling some degree of emotional conflict or crisis.

4.3.1. Alleviating uncertainty

Among the students that opted for prestigious work, few justified their choices by emphasizing prestige. Following prior work (Binder et al., 2016), several students chose prestigious majors and employment as a way to alleviate uncertainty around one’s future career interests. As rationale, Daoust notes the effectiveness of prestigious organizations in convincing students that working elsewhere entails risks (Daoust, 2020).

We found this to hold for student career prospects, but also for their choice of major. For one, their choice to pursue a prestigious CS major allowed security around career interests that could change over time. They described their decision to pursue CS over other degree options:

> It’s hard to get into CS but it’s easy to leave. So, I thought, “I’ll go for the most competitive thing that I’m . . . interested in”. And then hope that I can leave it. So I guess to me it was less like, “Oh I have to make a decision now”. It was more like here’s time to play the system. (S9)

For this student, the competitiveness of the department, intertwined with notions of an elite institution, drew them to pursue CS:

> I think we would all love to say that’s not part of it. But I think that it was, you know, the competitiveness is a draw because it allows me to hedge my bets. You think, “Yeah, there’s a reason it’s competitive. Like, this must be something good”. (S9)

Prior work notes competitiveness as a potential draw of elite institutions (Binder et al., 2016), here opting for a competitive major allowed for “hedging”, a sense of security against the uncertainty of changing career aspirations.

This student’s beliefs were not unquestioned, they understood their choice to pursue prestige as a conscious choice. However, prestige was not the stated object – for them and many others, prestige was a means to some other end. This student mentioned a desire to teach, but predicted that it would be more likely for them to end up at a Big Four company than a not-for-profit, as the Big Four company would allow them to explore many potential interests. Another student voiced the same rationale, hedging future interest development:

> Um, it was kinda split between big companies where I knew they would have like all sorts of roles that I could like find something that I would be super interested in. . . . I was like finding big companies, like Amazon or Google. . . . I know they have these opportunities um, so that is where I’m currently planning on going. (S8)

Others emphasized a desire for resources and support to grow, which, from their perspective, was most available at prestigious companies. One student specifically named the Big Four earlier in our interview:

> Um, I think right now, what I’m considering is sort of, um I wanted to work for like a bigger corporation on my first new grad because I feel like they have the resources to train you and to grow you. Right now, I don’t think that I’m actually going to be able to have too much impact on any product. Because you know, that these things are designed so then you’re sort of a small cog. (S2)
4.3.2. Deferring impact

Binder et al., (2016) note that when asked about career trajectories within the 5–0 year time frame, many students centered impact, opting for careers in healthcare, research, or entrepreneurship, career aspirations that students felt were contingent on a prestigious first job. While some students in our case emphasized goals other than prestige in their career search, most that expressed desires for impact-oriented careers opted to defer those desires in favor of prestige for their first job. S9, who framed their choice to major in CS as a “hedge” against future interest development, described their career choice in a similar way:

Yeah, so when I see my career through that five year lens of you know, big company and then uh lecturing or smaller company that does something that’s education based. But I guess I just think of that because um, I realize that I’m hedging my bets in some ways by going to a large company with the assumption that it may uncover a new interest for me. (S9)

S8 also mentioned strong interests in education and they were considering graduate work, but chose an internship at Amazon over work with greater personal alignment:

Um, it was a few things. I definitely like feel emotional conflict about working for Amazon. . . but like on the other hand, it’s a very good offer and like money is a thing that I need to live. So in that respect, I’m just like this is the best offer that I’ve gotten. [good offer?] Oh, just in terms of salary, relocation, benefit’s, stuff like that. (S8)

Prior work found that students’ insecurities, born from stringent comparison to other elite students led them to opt for high-status careers (finance, consulting, tech) over low-status careers (teaching, social work) (Binder et al., 2016). In our case, we found that students’ insecurities limited the scope of job options that felt accessible. Some saw prestige as a temporary necessity to gain industry experience; S2 felt that they weren’t established enough to find work beyond “a small cog” (see Section 4.3.1), likewise, S5 felt they needed to break into the industry first:

Well, my current plan is to try to get hired at a big- bigger company or maybe just to break into the industry, get some experience. Uh, not necessarily stay there, because like, well, I have an idealistic hope to help the world more than harm it. And so, you know, working at, like, Amazon and just having. . . Like, getting money and, I don’t know, donating some of it wouldn’t necessarily be the best use of. . . That’s how I feel about it. [Which bigger companies?] Not Amazon. So, like, being at Microsoft would be a great resume thing. (S5)

Another felt that work-value alignment was unreasonable:

I guess like when. . . I like. . . realized like it was probably like unreasonable for me to go to grad school and. . . to like get a job where I felt like the mission aligned with my value right away it’s like that’s the next thing. . . [why?] Um, maybe I didn’t have the skill sets to get the jobs at those companies, I don’t know (S3)

For others, centering prestige was an inevitable result of a competitive recruitment process. S7 wanted to “help solve the problems of the world”, offering the climate crisis as an example, but felt like they would probably end up “somewhere like (Amazon Web Services)”, somewhere that centered prestige over social impact. We asked why this felt inevitable, they replied that the number of “really cool jobs” that centered social impact felt limited when compared with the number of jobs centering prestige:
I guess the way that I see it is, there’s only a limited number of really cool jobs out there. And those are the ones that everybody wants. So they’re the most highly competitive, especially at the, especially at the entry level. . . there’s a lot of like, amazing, amazing undergraduate students that are coming out here. And so, uh you know, not necessarily comparing myself to them, but also at the same time kind of comparing myself to them, right? It’s when when an employer is looking for who they’re going to hire they’re going to hire the most qualified candidate, right? (S7)

While impact-oriented jobs did not fit notions of career capital legitimised by the department, the competitiveness of the departmental field nevertheless precluded this student from pursuing more impactful work.

**4.4. Students’ experiences: crises**

The majority of students and graduates within CS described career aspirations aligned with forms of career capital legitimised by the department, prioritizing prestigious work without crisis or dissonance. However, Bourdieu notes that those without positions of field power (i.e. students in the department) have a special interest in deconstructing existing notions of capital (Bourdieu, 1977). This deconstruction requires work (as described in 2.2), but departing from established norms may enable students to chose roles that offer greater fulfillment, at a time when students are just beginning to establish their career aspirations (Binder et al., 2016).

Within the CS department, many students and graduates described some degree of dissonance or emotional conflict, but few (2 graduates and 4 students) articulated that conflict into a crisis during our interview. Among the students experiencing crises, we found that: (1) crises predominately originated from a conflict between participants habits and the limited forms of career capital legitimised by the department, (2) the critical discourse necessary to question one’s belief in departmental career norms only occurred outside the department, and (3) engaging with work that conflicted with departmental career norms required substantial effort from participants. Rather than present data around these themes, we opt to share stories along the trajectory from crisis to critical discourse and resolution, emphasising the barriers that participants’ experienced.

**4.4.1. Selling out and inadequacy**

We begin with one student whose crisis, at the time of our interview, came from conflicts between perceptions of the department and the career choices available to them. Early in our interview, S3 noted that the reputation of CS majors on campus was “cut-throat”, and that being a CS major meant they were a “sellout”, creating a dichotomy between other students who could connect their values with their work and CS students who prioritized career prestige (i.e. Big Four jobs) and financial gain. As application season came around, they felt it was unreasonable to find work where the mission aligned with their values, and, as such, they were unsure why they wanted a job in the first place. They had signed an offer at the time of our interview, and reflected:

I definitely feel like a sellout. I’m not even like working for a big company or anything but I still just feel that way . . . my work won’t be helping (to create equality in the world) at all. (S3)
While students taught within a prestige-centering field are certainly not required to adhere to departmental norms, S3 perceived few legitimate alternatives to enacting that stereotype.

During our interview, the reality of their career prospects left them unfulfilled and scrambling. They asked themselves:

Like why do I want a job? Maybe I should’ve thought about a lot more before I even started searching for a job. [Do you want a job?] Well, I mean, I don’t know. That’s like something that I still don’t know. Like I don’t know that it’s gonna be the most fulfilling thing. Not that that was like the main purpose, but like, you know. (S3)

We asked why they felt that fulfillment was important to them, they replied “I don’t know”. In our interview, they mentioned that their role as a teaching assistant felt fulfilling, they felt that other avenues towards fulfillment existed, but they weren’t sure what those avenues were.

Throughout this work, we heard many students express feelings of insecurity and inadequacy, we pressed gently for explanations, and their responses indicated that pressing further could shift the interview tenor into an interrogation, potentially harming students. For one, however, we felt that we had established enough rapport to more concretely question existing norms and imagine alternatives without causing harm. Our conversation with S10 was similar to others in Section 4.3; they felt they needed to develop their skills before they could pursue more impactful work, and that prestigious companies would be the best place engage in that learning. Given this perception, they deferred career wants of “helping other people” in favor of positions more situated around professional development:

Um, I feel right now I definitely am in the “learning what it’s like to be a software engineer”. Um, so that would probably lead me away from risky companies. I want somewhere that’s a little bit more stable and has the resources, um, to support software engineers, for the short-term. . . I feel like right now, given my limited experience, I would only feel comfortable sticking with what I know, which I know can’t solve a lot of problems. And I feel like I want to gain more experience. . . before I’m ready to tackle like bigger, bigger problems that have the impact that I want. (S10)

Similar to others in Section 4.3, S10 emphasized stability, deferring work that was in-line with their values and centered social impact for work legitimized by departmental norms.

Compared with S3, S10 felt little crisis around their work, but we wondered what could result from critical discourse within our interview. As S10 was one of our later participants, we asked for specificity around insecurities, asking what needed to change before they were able to have the impact that they wanted, what would be different after 5 years at a prestigious company that would allow them to pursue impact.

Right. And I kind of, now that got me thinking too, is like I did- I had a smaller scale project (during my internship) that I actually did design, create and implement. I guess I do have experience kind of on a smaller scale of that. And now it’s like, “Well okay, I’ve done that on a small scale, what’s stopping me from doing that on a bigger scale?” And I guess there is no answer, like there is no- yeah, I could do it on a larger scale, I do have that experience. Yeah there’s nothing. (S10)

Finally, we asked them to define where their notions of inadequacy came from, they responded: “Myself. That’s uh. . . That’s the problem”. For S10, enacting a critical dialogue
and scaffolding self-examination allowed for a recognition and some resolution of the inadequacy that we heard from many students.

While we scaffolded critical discourse for S10, a graduate, G3, leveraged the crisis of an academic failure to engaged in critical discourse on their own.

Me as, like, a person, I'm very introspective… This, like, one experience… I did horrible in this class, like, so bad. And, like, I-I just sat there, you was, like, okay, so, like, who do I want to be? Like, what kind of life do I want to live, versus, you know, like, versus what my parents want me to do, you know? (G3)

For G3, the work of demarcating between legitimized forms of capital, both within the departmental field and outside, allowed for broader reconsiderations of their work. We note, however, that for both S10 and G3, critical discourse occurred independent of the department; in our interview for S10 and independently for G3.

4.4.2. Considerable work for resolution

While most participants had yet to articulate a crisis or engage in critical discourse, two students described prior crises, mechanisms of critical discourse, and future plans to engage with work conflicting with department career norms. One, S1, experienced a crisis after being accepted into the department, when a department faculty member published an article critical of efforts to broaden participation in CS:

I read the article and he was just talking about why women don’t code, and I was like, I’m not surprised, based on my experience in his class. But wow he really published this. I remember just questioning, like, “Wow, is this, like, really what I want to go into?” But, I was, like, intent on pursuing EdTech. So, I went, whatever, that’s really frustrating. (S1)

This article surfaced dissonance between their values and legitimized forms of career capital within the department. They attended the department’s New Major Orientation, but a lack of any discussion of the article alongside existing diversity efforts within the department led them to distrust department career advisors (A3 and others). Fortunately, they found mentorship from a professor outside the department, and engaged in critical discourse:

He would just, like, ask me questions and I would start bawling. (laughs) Especially during that first quarter in CS. That just, I feel like… Everything that I’m doing is at odds with who I am and what I value. (S1)

This mentorship, and the critical discourse scaffolded within, allowed them to engage in work outside the department’s career norms, but not without consequence:

And, (through my own research) I found out about like, this movement towards tech with social impact. I know that I can explore (EdTech and social impact) in, like, these different ways. Um. But I had to do it in such, like, a tiring way… I, like, was fortunate enough to be able to (go to Impact Labs in NYC). But, I had to go cross country to learn about these interests that I have. (S1)

S1 engaged in critical discourse outside the department to demarcate between the impositions of legitimized career capital and their own habitus, finding work outside existing career norms. However, it is critical to note the work and persistence required,
both to separate from departmental career norms while maintaining major status, and to pursue more personally aligned work, rather than accepting existing norms.

For the participants that described a crises, spaces for critical discourse were critical to their ability to question established norms. However, we only found these spaces outside the department. We established this space for S10, S1 found space in another department, G3 established space independently and another student, S11, found space to question within industry. Like S1, S11 felt a mismatch between their sense of themselves and their departmental experience that manifested into a crisis:

I was in CS, and all the CS courses were all technical, and everyone around me was trying to get a software engineering internship. So I was like, “This is the path forward”. And I like coding. It’s not like I don’t like it. But then doing it for 0 hours a week, it’s just like, is this the right track moving forward? (S11)

Without space within the department to engage in critical discourse and surface alternatives, they followed established routes of career practice and accepted a Big Four internship. However, they found mentorship within this position:

So I was at Microsoft, and (a project manager) told me, “Here’s what you should build”. And I was like, “Why don’t I get to decide that?” Like “because that’s my job”. And I think we had a conversation from there. (S11)

This conversation spurred an interest in product management; well-established within prestigious organizations, but outside of departmental norms that centered software engineering. After redirecting their career trajectory, they felt concerned about their ability to secure positions within product management, so they looked to better understand the landscape:

Yep, so I was like, “Okay, let me go ahead and do, um, you know, customer interviews. Go talk to PMs in industry” And eventually um, I . . . networked with around 10–15 PMs. Um, I just want and had coffees with them. So for one whole quarter every week probably get two- two coffees with someone and just talk with them about product . . . [So you- you did a user study?] Basically, yeah. (S11)

S11 followed a similar trajectory to S1: conflicts between established departmental norms led to a crisis that was unresolved until they found a context for critical discourse. This discourse, over time, led to a change in their career direction. However, discourse alone was insufficient to change career direction; a considerable amount of work and persistence was required to secure work outside departmental career norms.

5. Discussion

Our findings hold consistent with Bourdieu’s theory, and provide nuance into the landscape of CS students’ career experiences. Participants described a highly selective and competitive CS department, similar to “elite” institutions described in prior work. Through investigating our research questions, we found that the primary career norm within our CS department was to choose highly selective, prestigious firms, which led students to primarily pursue work at the “Big Four”: Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon, and Google (RQ1). Unquestioned norms have a tendency to become self-reinforcing; within our case we found three mechanisms of reinforcement (RQ2). First organizations with established
capital utilized that capital to create recruiting footholds within the department to “win at recruiting”. Second, departmental career advising assumed alignment between students’ *habitus* and departmentally legitimized career *capital*, leaving little space for students to explore alternative modes of career success. And third, courses and curricular objectives emphasized preparation for departmental career norms at a pace that left students little space to consider alternatives.

For those with capital within a field (i.e. students), Bourdieu argues that a crisis is necessary to adopt a reflexive stance with which to examine established norms, along with a critical discourse to demarcate between norms and opinion (Bourdieu, 1977). For students whose career aspirations were aligned with departmentally legitimized career *capital*, crises were largely absent: students chose prestige to alleviate uncertainty around changing future interests, for the perceived potential for growth that prestigious firms offered, and because work with greater personal alignment felt inaccessible without gaining *capital* from prestigious work first (RQ3). Those that experienced crises were able articulate career goals independent of departmental norms, but only if they engaged in critical discourse and found space for the considerable work required to resolve a crisis (RQ3). We found no official space for critical discourse within our CS department; the combination of norms and reinforcement left many students to endorse prestigious work, despite more pro-social career aspirations.

Our results also expand interpretations of prior equity and inclusion efforts in computing education. This body of work has focused on students’ choice to study computing and their persistence within computing majors to surface causes of underrepresentation across gender and race (Margolis & Fisher, 2002; Margolis, 2010; Teague, 2002), but the focus has been primarily on entry, rather than exit. The prestige-centric career norm that we surfaced in this work aligns with agentic goal orientations (those that emphasize performance or achievement), leaving little space for communal goal orientations (those that emphasize collaboration and helping others) (Diekman et al., 2010). Prior work has explored links between goal orientations and career choice; (Lewis et al., 2019b). found that cisgender women and racially minoritized students in computing tended to have higher communal goal orientations, and (Wang et al., 2015). found that students seeking social-impact oriented careers were less likely to study CS. Meanwhile (Ross et al., 2020). found that women introduced to CS in school were less likely to chose CS careers, suggesting that outreach methods that utilize exposure may not be effective in engaging participants with computing. Given our results, it seems broadening participation within CS would be unsuccessful without addressing legitimized career norms, following conjectures from (Kallia & Cutts, 2021).

This work was an exploration of normativity within CS careers; many avenues of future research exist. As this work only looked at learners within CS, it suffers a survivorship bias, ignoring those whose conflict exceeded their capacity to manage it. As prior work has looked at students’ decision to not pursue CS (Margolis, 2010), future work could uplift narratives from those that opted against CS due to a lack of fit, or a lack of belonging. Additionally, this work examined a single elite department; future work could examine career norms in other computing spaces, especially ones without our department’s highly competitive backdrop. However, as norms within elite institutions are supported by prior work (Binder et al., 2016; Daoust, 2020), future work also could look to intervene, aiming to improve belonging for students experiencing dissonance and improving cognizance
for others. Those with dissonance are likely to be the best guides through existing norms and while some work has examined tensions among students considering CS (Vakil, 2020), future work could expand these efforts into domains of computing practice (industry professionals and faculty, as two potential options).

Given the career norm and mechanisms of reinforcement surfaced in this work, and that these likely hinder inclusion efforts, some clear steps exist for CS departments. As students will likely come to computing spaces with an existing *habitus*, and a corresponding set of assumptions, departments and educators should create space for students to question and interrogate their own assumptions. Freirian problem-posing (Freire et al., 2018), person-centered therapy (Rogers et al., 2015), counter-stories (Daniel & Tara, 2002) and counternarratives (Kirdani-Ryan & Ko, 2022; Miller et al., 2020) all offer mechanisms for surfacing assumptions of learners and presenting one’s *habitus* as an object of critique. For those with power within CS, broadening the legitimized forms of career *capital*, or, better yet, enacting a career support practice that “takes nothing for granted” (Nash, 1990) in line with Freirian (Freire et al., 2018) and Bourdieusian pedagogies (Nash, 1990) could have a dual effect of allowing individuals and groups (Wang et al., 2015) to find holistic belonging within CS, rather than be seen as “sellouts”. A practice of empathetic “not knowing” would aim to assume as little as possible and encourage questioning; this practice of surfacing underlying career assumptions and re-authoring career narratives is well-supported (Busacca & Rehfuss, 2016). However, this space for questioning must be made explicit as many students may be either unaware of existing assumptions or negotiating “situations replete with contradictions” (Holland et al., 1998) resulting from other mechanisms of marginalization (Erete et al., 2021; Rankin et al., 2021).

Finally, our findings raise a critical question: who do we want our students to become? Some have described computing as a “discipline in service of society, its people, and their needs” (Computer Science Framework Steering Committee et al, 2016; Fincher & Robins, 2019), and broadly, theories of social learning describe how participation within a *field* is a process of identification, a process of “becoming a certain person” (Ison, 2010). Who do our students become, by virtue of their participation in CS? Our findings, substantiated by prior work, argue that students replicated the prestige-centricity of their institutions, and while this benefits established organizations, it limits students’ capacity for self-expression within their careers. We hope that, somewhere over their lifetime, students take space to deconstruct their own *habitus*, but we are uncertain where this would occur. Universities are likely one of the most intellectually diverse spaces that students encounter throughout their lives, and, in our case, departmental career norms limited the diversity that students could express, and the diversity that they could experience in career aspirations of others. What would happen if we taught students to form their own career response, rather than to replicate the career response that was assumed of them? We wonder how the diversity of careers, and expectations of careers in computing would change if computing education researchers and practitioners made space for students to consider themselves in their careers, rather than pursue prestige at the behest of their institutions.

**Notes**

1. For this work, we use “department” to refer to departments, schools, colleges, and other academic units.
2. We obtained approval from our university’s Institutional Review Board before beginning this work.
3. Unfortunately, existing data only asks about student plans, rather than where students actually end up.
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